
 

CENTRALISED CAREER GUIDANCE & PLACEMENT CELL 

Guru Gobind Singh Indraprastha University 

Sector 16-C, Dwarka, New Delhi – 110078 

Room No. E-409, E-Block 

Ph. No.011-25302739, Email Id: cpc@ipu.ac.in  

 

 

F. No. GGSIPU/CCGPC/2022/ _311 _ 

Dated: 19th January 2022 
 
Sub. Placement opportunity for B.Tech students of 2022 passing out batch in the company “Zycus”. 

 

 

Dear Placement Officer, 

 

Greetings from CCGPC, GGSIPU!!! 

 

Please find below details of Placement opportunity for B.Tech students of 2022 passing out batch in the company 

“Zycus” for your reference and circulation to students to apply on given link by 23rd January 2022: 

 

Registration Link – https://forms.gle/yC5LsL8WcARmaf5R6 

  

About Company –  

Zycus is a pioneer in Cognitive Procurement software and has been a trusted partner of choice for large global 

enterprises for two decades. Zycus has been consistently recognized by Gartner, Forrester, and other analysts for its 

Source to Pay integrated suite. Zycus powers its S2P software with the revolutionary Merlin AI Suite. Merlin AI 

takes over the tactical tasks and empowers procurement and AP officers to focus on strategic projects; offers data-

driven actionable insights for quicker and smarter decisions, and its conversational AI offers a B2C type user-

experience to the end-users.  

Zycus helps enterprises drive real savings, reduce risks, and boost compliance, and its seamless, intuitive, and easy-

to-use user interface ensures high adoption and value across the organization. 

 Start your #CognitiveProcurement journey with us, as you are #MeantforMore 

  

Selection Process -  

1. Pre-placement Talk – on 21st January 2022 from 6:00 – 7:00 PM. 

2. 2 Level Aptitude Tests 

3. Final Interview 

 

Attached are the job descriptions for the roles at Zycus. 

➢ JAVA Engg fresher - 

5 LPA Fixed & Total CTC 

             Eligible streams – B. Tech  : CSE, IT and ECE  (no BACKLOGS) 

  

➢ QA (Software Engineer - Testing) Engg fresher – 

4 LPA Fixed & Total CTC 

             Eligible streams – B. Tech : All streams (no BACKLOGS) 

 

Job Location –  Mumbai / Bangalore / Pune 

 

Note – Company is going to conduct Preplacement talk for all eligible students on 21st January 2022, 6:00 – 7:00 

PM. Details of the same will be shared with all registered students and TPOs of colleges for circulation to students. 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                              (Ms. Nisha Singh)   

                                            Placement Officer, CCGPC     
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Software Engineer- Java 
If getting into a product-based company is your dream then choose your career as a Software Engineer at Zycus. 

Work on cutting edge technologies with one of the finest SAAS software product organization from India that 

endeavors to leave its mark in the global technology space.  

Join the Powerhouse of Innovation 

Zycus is looking for the sharpest minds in the country to help build its world class AI driven software product at 

its R&D center at Mumbai, Bangalore and Pune. 

We are recognized as world leaders in AI driven Procurement solutions and lead at front with innovation and 

agility. Zycus gives you the environment to create an impact on the product and transform your ideas into reality. 

Our R&D team uses some of the latest tech stack which includes technologies like Artificial Intelligence, Machine 

Learning, Java, J2EE, HTML5, CSS, CSS3, Node.JS, NoSQL, MongoDB, React.JS, DevOps, BigData, Hadoop, 

Microservices 

Wondering what you will be doing? 

 
As a Software Engineer at Zycus you will be part of an agile team and will be involved in developing innovative 
products.  
 

 Use cutting edge technologies to Design, Develop, review (code/design) and unit test. 

 Support cross functional departments in different projects/modules to deliver quality software on time.  

 Create competitive edge in Zycus’s solution by innovating and solving technical challenges. 

 Follow Zycus’s Product Development process and participate in improving the process.  

 Ensure your work meets or exceeds defined quality standards through exhaustive testing, peer reviews 
and SQA process.  

 



. 
 

What are we looking for? 

 General programming skills. Knowledge of Java, spring framework would be an added advantage. 

 Strong software development fundamentals and knowledge of Object-Oriented Programming and design 

will be required 

 Knowledge of Software design & debugging 

 Knowledge of relational databases such as MySQL, PostgreSQL and non-relational databases NoSQL, 

MongoDB. Strong knowledge of SQL queries will come in handy as well. 

 Knowledge of web frontend technologies like HTML, CSS, Javascript, and JQuery 

 Fluent communication skills 

 Strong Logical, analytical and problem-solving skills and 

 Excellent Academic background and achievements 

 

Education Background: BE in CS/IT 
 
Job Location: Mumbai / Bangalore / Pune 

 
Five Reasons Why You Should Join Zycus 

1. Cloud Product Company: We are a cloud SaaS company and our products are created by using the 
latest technologies like ML and AI. Our UI is in Angular JS and we are developing our mobile apps using 
React. 

2. A Market Leader: Zycus is recognized by Gartner (world’s leading market research analyst) as a Leader 
in Procurement Software Suites. 

3. Move between Roles: We believe that change leads to growth and therefore we allow our employees to 

shift careers and move to different roles and functions within the organization 
4. Get a Global Exposure: You get to work and deal with our global customers. 
5. Create an Impact: Zycus gives you the environment to create an impact on the product and transform 

your ideas into reality. Even our junior engineers get the opportunity to work on different product features. 
 

About Us: 
Zycus is a pioneer in Cognitive Procurement software and has been a trusted partner of choice for large global 
enterprises for two decades. Zycus has been consistently recognized by Gartner, Forrester, and other analysts 
for its Source to Pay integrated suite. Zycus powers its S2P software with the revolutionary Merlin AI Suite. Merlin 
AI takes over the tactical tasks and empowers procurement and AP officers to focus on strategic projects; offers 
data-driven actionable insights for quicker and smarter decisions, and its conversational AI offers a B2C type 
user-experience to the end-users. 

 
Zycus helps enterprises drive real savings, reduce risks, and boost compliance, and its seamless, intuitive, and 
easy-to-use user interface ensures high adoption and value across the organization. 

 
Start your #CognitiveProcurement journey with us, as you are #MeantforMore 
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Software Engineer- Testing 
If you are someone with a flawless programming foundation and a penchant for breaking others’ code, then this 

role could just be a perfect fit for you. Expand your career by becoming a Software Engineer -Testing at Zycus. 

Wondering what you will be doing? 

As a Software Engineer Testing at Zycus you will be part of an agile team, which ideates, designs and develops 
innovative solutions for Zycus Products and develops software to test the code, write automation framework, do 
automation testing to improve the product quality. Write automated integration tests, API tests and/or UI 
automation tests. In an agile environment, where we work in short sprints or iterations and each sprint is focused 
on only a few requirements or user stories, the role of an Test Engineer becomes very important as they help in 
increasing efficiency as well as reliability for the applications under test by replacing manual repetitive tasks with 
automation. In this role you will be primarily responsible for automating test cases as well as writing reusable 
scripts/tools that help the team to reduce repetitive efforts. 

 

What are we looking for? 

 Should have strong Programming Skills and Automation mindset

 Should have solid understanding of testing principles and methodologies

 Can code in at least one scripting or programming language (Java/JavaScript/ Typescript)

 Should be highly proficient at debugging issues

 Be familiar with API testing

 Should be able to write UI as well as API automated tests

 Should understands CI/CD concepts and Build pipelines

 Should know the services offered by cloud platform providers such as AWS, Azure and Google Cloud

 Should have strong Problem Solving and Analytical Skills

 Understand architecture of web applications and general client-server model

 Should be aware of basic Object-Oriented Programming concepts

 Should be comfortable in working with teams using the Sprint/Scrum methodology of agile.
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Education Background: BE in any stream (Should be able to code) 
 
Job Location: Mumbai / Bangalore / Pune 

 
Five Reasons Why You Should Join Zycus 

1. Cloud Product Company: We are a cloud SaaS company and our products are created by using the 

latest technologies like ML and AI. Our UI is in Angular JS and we are developing our mobile apps using 
React. 

2. A Market Leader: Zycus is recognized by Gartner (world’s leading market research analyst) as a Leader 

in Procurement Software Suites. 
3. Move between Roles: We believe that change leads to growth and therefore we allow our employees to 

shift careers and move to different roles and functions within the organization 
4. Get a Global Exposure: You get to work and deal with our global customers. 
5. Create an Impact: Zycus gives you the environment to create an impact on the product and transform 

your ideas into reality. Even our junior engineers get the opportunity to work on different product features. 
 

About Us: 
Zycus is a pioneer in Cognitive Procurement software and has been a trusted partner of choice for large global 
enterprises for two decades. Zycus has been consistently recognized by Gartner, Forrester, and other analysts 
for its Source to Pay integrated suite. Zycus powers its S2P software with the revolutionary Merlin AI Suite. Merlin 
AI takes over the tactical tasks and empowers procurement and AP officers to focus on strategic projects; offers 
data-driven actionable insights for quicker and smarter decisions, and its conversational AI offers a B2C type 
user-experience to the end-users. 

 
Zycus helps enterprises drive real savings, reduce risks, and boost compliance, and its seamless, intuitive, and 
easy-to-use user interface ensures high adoption and value across the organization. 

 
Start your #CognitiveProcurement journey with us, as you are #MeantforMore 


